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Written By Christine Darragh

New techniques allow iron and steel to  
forge new possibilities in decor

While delicate cotton may be the “fabric of our lives,” as the ad wizards 
would have us believe, it’s actually the metal hanger adorning our home 
closets that provides real strength and purpose—and thanklessly shoul-
ders the weighty drape of a favourite cotton shirt.

Of course, being both durable and functional is nothing new for 
metal. It’s a material that has seamlessly incorporated itself into our daily 
living for centuries, often without the benefit of accolades. (So hang 
in there, humble hanger.) Since the 1700s, when the trade of black-
smithing surged alongside the rise of the industrial era, craftspeople 
have taken advantage of large iron ore deposits found around the world. 
From this, widespread architectural and decorating uses for iron and 
steel were born. 

What is the extraordinary result of such a prosperous, global history? 
The use of metal beautifully suits any time period and decorating style—
spanning from colonial to contemporary, rustic to refined—while still 
gladly delivering on its notable, long-lasting and practical reputation. 

In fact, its versatility is just one reason it makes such a great design 
element, and why it should be thoughtfully considered as a logical 
inclusion anywhere and everywhere. 

Mark Marino, of Ironworks Niagara, observes, “Metalwork can set 
the mood and conversation in any residential and commercial space. 
It stimulates the imagination because most people still think of metal 
as very heavy, strong, flat, and a big, rigid material. Today, we can now 
create more unique things out of metal for some special visual interest. 
It can be either a soft and dainty or strong and dominant element in 
any space.”

And these days, it also reflects being distinctive and adding that vital, 
individual statement to an otherwise cookie-cutter world. 

“We have had a lot of people ask us for custom lighting and furni-
ture. More and more, people want custom metalwork done to reflect 
their personal style and know that no one else will have the same item,” 
Marino notes. As society at large admires the mass production of 
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objects, what has been lost along the way is an essential respect for true 
craftsmanship. Having something created just for you is very special, 
and under those conditions a timeless piece has the ability to become 
priceless.  

But custom ironwork for the home is not an unattainable luxury, as 
some might presume.

 Kevin Hall, owner of Hall Ironworks in Niagara Falls, says, “I find 
iron, even if it is just a little, can add a huge impact to any design. 
I believe putting ironwork on the outside of a house is like putting 
the bow on a present.” For instance, a wrought iron fence, railing, or 
window box can accommodate any style, and it’s a simple addition that 
changes the overall impression of the space immediately. 

For the eco-minded, don’t forget the extra important feature 
of longevity. Metal elements have a tremendous life expectancy, 
significantly longer than wood, and that is key when talking about 
sustainability. 

“Metal lasts forever, and it can also be changed or modified,” says 
Marino. “If you purchase something in metal and you get tired of it, 
you can bring it back and get it altered to a new, updated look.” Ulti-
mately, it’s also totally recyclable if the time comes; so that iron chair 
won’t one day be relegated to a landfill or just become neglected scrap.

 In today’s green world, the term “scrap metal” might even be seen as 
a contradiction in terms, since this material has significant value and is 
always in demand. Let’s affectionately call it “spare metal” instead, and 
applaud its frequent usage for adding fresh architectural interest and 
different visual effects.

There really are no limitations with metal, and a new breed of 
craftsman is ready to embrace its rich tradition even as they re-interpret 
and reboot its conventional uses. With today’s technology, it’s easier 
than ever to incorporate other materials into a design, such as the 
privacy offered by an iron gate inset with opaque security glass, or the 
beauty of a staircase with balusters accented by copper and steel fleur-
de-lys. 

New techniques in the trade allow for an eclectic mix of metals, 
copper, wood, and glass to exist together. In the past, this was not 
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Inspiration
easy to accomplish using strictly traditional 
methods.  “The trade has evolved into a high-
tech industry with 3D imaging, AutoCAD/
CNC machining, as well as a greater under-
standing of molecular structures,” Marino 
explains. “It demands a higher knowledge in 
different kinds of metals and where they can 
be used for diverse applications.” 

New companies to the region, such as 
Budget Sheet Metal in St. Catharines, have 
recently brought cutting edge technology here 
from Japan to serve a high demand for preci-
sion metalwork. 

Owner Dean Sanders, an expert trades-
person in the field with over twenty years’ 
experience, came to this area from South 
Africa two years ago and utilizes the finest 
laser cutting machines available to reproduce 
any metal design element or cut exceptional 
shapes in steel. They allow him to fabri-
cate items exactly to each customer’s unique 
requirements, whether it be employing detailed 
Auto/CAD drawings for a project, or simply 
working from supplied samples, like a highly 
intricate, original piece of railing that once 
graced a front entrance. The uses are many for 
the discerning homeowner, and, happily, these 
technical evolutions will continue to propel 
the trade of metalwork forward, advancing its 
lasting appeal into the future. 

True metal inspiration can come from 
anywhere. It’s effortless when you keep your eyes 
open to it. One recent customer found inspira-
tion in the stained glass windows designed by 
influential architect Frank Lloyd Wright during 
his “Prairie House” period. The challenge for 
Kevin Hall was to replicate the approach and 
design two similarly styled iron garden gates of 
vastly differing heights to be practical pieces of 
art for the client’s home. Keeping with a highly 
geometric pattern, as Wright had done in the 
medium of glass, the resulting achievement 
allowed Hall to intertwine his trade skills with 
the esthetics of an artisan. 

“Craftsmanship is a huge component in 
working with metal if it is done correctly,” 
Hall says, “and combining design and func-
tion into a piece is what has to happen to 
satisfy our clients’ needs.”

So, what is Hall’s best advice for homeowners 
looking to meddle with metals? “I always advise 
my clients to either be different or stay classic, 
don’t follow the hip trend of the day. A white 
appliance will never go out of style, but the 
almond ones did.” Good advice indeed.  NMI


